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From Stripper Cakes To Gym Selfies, Gina
Beavers Paints the Life We Deserve
“I always think: This could be so elegant. Then after I end up
making it, it looks fucked up in this way."
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Gina Beavers likens herself to an Impressionist painter capturing the everyday
landscape; it’s just that the world she’s rendering is experienced mostly online, and
is full of bad selfies, awesome manicures, and lots of junk food. The artist
scavenges Instagram, Google, and stock-photo databases for imagery that she then
translates into thick, sculptural paintings: a kimchi hotdog here, a make-up tutorial
or novelty cake shaped like a male stripper there. “I always think: This could be so
elegant,” she tells GARAGE. “Then after I end up making it, it looks fucked up in
this way. I can’t help it—it’s the process.”
Sometimes fucked up isn’t a bad thing—sometimes, it’s the whole point. New
Yorkers will have a chance to explore the past seven years of Beavers’s career in
“The Life I Deserve,” opening at MoMA PS1 on March 31. Meanwhile, the artist
herself has moved out of the city—she’s now based in nearby Newark, New Jersey.
Her studio shares a building with a hip-hop recording studio and a factory that
produces garments for exotic dancers.
When I visited this week, several works were in various stages of completion. One
is based on a found image of hands holding water glasses at various angles; Beavers
reckons it’s used as a visual reference for digital animation or video game design.
She’s replicating it in thick acrylic, creating the forms by layering inches of gel
medium that she sculpts with a deli knife before painting. The piece is called Sober
—Beavers has stopped drinking, and the titling is a way to sneak something
personal into imagery that is essentially generic or anonymous. “I’m definitely
picking things that are saying something, however superficially, about my life,” she
explains.
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GINA BEAVERS. KIMCHI HOT DOGS. 2014. ACRYLIC AND WOOD STRIPS ON CANVAS PANEL. COURTESY THE ARTIST.
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GINA BEAVERS. TAG YOURSELF. 2016. ACRYLIC ON CANVAS PANEL. COURTESY THE ARTIST.

Elsewhere in the studio, a painting of a man’s torso leans against the wall. The
figure’s massive pectoral muscles have collapsed, and are oozing down the surface
of the work. She has kept the painting as a cautionary tale: Leave the medium time
to dry, or bad things will happen. “The Life I Deserve” contains a number of similar
works from a series Beavers has made based on Instagram selfies taken by
bodybuilders and gym rats. The artist was intrigued by the formal possibilities—
literally sculpting images of bodies that were themselves sculpted—but has found
that there’s not much of a market for the works. Most of the examples at PS1 are
being loaned directly from her studio.
“For collectors in this era, to have in their homes—they’re less interested in the
male figure,” she shrugs. “But I like making them. I guess we’re all kind of selffashioning, especially online—trying to make a version of ourselves.” A similar
thread of self-improvement or transformation runs through most of Beavers’s
subject matter. It’s there in some of her most recognizable images, oversized
depictions of women applying lipstick or mascara. The devil is in the details: the
brittle cracks on lips, the spidery tendrils of eyelashes.
While Beavers finds most of her imagery online, the imposing, physical heft of her
works doesn’t always translate onto the screen. Her paintings bulge and flex,
pushing their own limits. She’s begun incorporating sports references as well—
tennis balls, soccer balls—partly as an experiment to see how sculptural she can go.
“What’s the most three-dimensional form that I can make on a canvas?” she
wondered, before crafting shapes out of papier-mâché that she then painted. All the
macho athletic trappings also became a way to riff on gender. “Somebody had said,
‘oh, your work is really feminine,’” she recalled. “I started making a bunch of lips
with these balls on them, a dumb way to answer that: Is it masculine now?”
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GINA BEAVERS. WHO HAS BRACES? 2014. ACRYLIC AND WOOD ON CANVAS PANEL WITH WOOD FRAME. COURTESY THE ARTIST.
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GINA BEAVERS. DICE NAILS. 2014. ACRYLIC ON CANVAS PANEL WITH WOOD FRAME. COURTESY THE ARTIST.

While Beavers seems reluctant to use her work to plumb her own psychology, the
themes she’s fascinated by are their own sort of diary. Sometimes that’s very basic
—an image of french fries and ketchup arranged to form a heart shape, because the
artist loves french fries (“very deep,” she laughs). But elsewhere, stock imagery—a
cheesy picture of a woman who appears to be painting her own lips with an actual
paintbrush—can be an oblique way to contemplate her own aspirations and
anxieties.
The photographs she finds online are there to be appropriated and transformed into
something idiosyncratic and new. Working that way ends up being more interesting
than simply starting from scratch. “I don’t think that anything that I come up with
myself is that interesting,” she admits. “It’s the effect of being on Instagram—it
makes you see how much you are just like everybody else. It follows that things
that I come up with about my life, everybody has that—it’s not really that distinct or
that interesting. There’s a flattening of identity. For some reason, I don’t really want
to delve deeply into my own shit.” That might sound like the artist is hiding out, but
the sum of all this strange, borrowed imagery ends up being almost achingly
personal.
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Guadalupe Maravilla, Walk on Water Performance, Queens Museum, Queens, New York, 2019. Courtesy of Guadalupe Maravilla and P·P·O·W, New York
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Guadalupe Maravilla Washes Off Trauma
Through Sound Baths
After a series of sessions at P.P.O.W. gallery, the artist is
organizing sound baths at a Brooklyn church for those who have
experienced ICE detention.
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T

he rule for El Salvadoran children’s game tripa chuca (translated as “dirty
intestines”) is simple: each of two players draws a line across a piece of
paper paper based on a numerical order to reach their destination. True to its
name, the game encourages a collaboration between two separate hands to draw a
serpentine labyrinth, both committed to following numbers’ given sequence and
applying personality to what lines can visually yield. Maneuvering between
gradually muddling lines may get challenging; however, touching the other’s line is
off-limits.
The other player in the murals covering New York-based artist Guadalupe
Maravilla’s installation, Disease Thrower #4, at P.P.O.W Gallery is an
undocumented 20-year-old restaurant worker. “A part of the work is that I never
know what the wall drawings will look like,” says Maravilla, who collaborates with
individuals experiencing the trauma of being undocumented for his shrine-like
installations adorned with replicas of body parts and woven sculptures. Trauma is
not a foreign territory for the artist, who left El Salvador alone at age of eight and
reached the United States through Honduras and Mexico. Recently, he has been
gathering survivors of trauma around his art for a healing method that the 43-yearold discovered at another traumatic period. Sound bath therapy found Maravilla
during his chemotherapy treatment for intestinal cancer several years ago. “I was
extremely dehydrated and burnt inside from all the radiation I was receiving,” he
remembers about going to his first sound bath right after hospital. “When they
made me sit next to a gong player, I wasn’t even able to move properly.” But when
he got up, the pain had lessened, if not fully gone. He had previously worked with
healers from China and Tibet, but it was the remedial potential of melodies that
helped the artist wash off physical and emotional burdens of illness.
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"SPIRIT LEVEL WORKSHOP," SOUND BATH FOR UNDOCUMENTED FAMILIES, NY, 2019. COURTESY OF GUADALUPE MARAVILLA
AND P·P·O·W, NEW YORK

“If untreated, trauma manifests itself in serious ways, not necessarily cancer but
depression or addiction,” believes Maravilla who in recent years learned to play the
gong and bell to orchestrate his own sessions. Audiences at ICA Miami and the
Queens Museum have so far unwound under the artist’s soothing sound bath
performances, which incorporate disarming echoes into his mixed media
performances. As operatic as meditative, Maravilla’s hybrid performances function
as theatrical retellings of his journey into United States. From a Mexican gothic
electro-drama band to a masked immigrant vampire with operatic chords,
phantasmagorical elements dot Maravilla’s personal border crossing tale. He coats
reality with otherworldly mythologies, challenging the immigrant’s trauma with
comfort of story-telling. “Fiction and truth are intertwined,” explains the artists in
his staging of a migration journey that is his as much as anyone else’s. A coyote,
which escorts the eight-year-old Maravilla between two countries, appears both as a
wild canine and a smuggler of people over the border—or what the artist calls “a
futuristic border crosser.” At the Queens Museum, a hand-held Dyson vacuum
device cleansed the room in lieu of the typical sage, with the cleaner’s suction force
yielding a calming noise across the museum’s miniature rendering of New York
City. The most physically enduring of his sound bath performances was an eighthour session at ICU at Virginia Commonwealth University last November when
120 participants lied across the museum for a sound bath in the company of eight
musicians until 6 a.m.
Recently, a more intimate session took place at P.P.O.W, where Maravilla’s Disease
Thrower #4 installation is part of the group exhibition, Noplace. On a scorching
Monday evening at 7 p.m., five of us met, masked and distanced yet keen to
collectively unfurl, under fellow artist Devin N. Morris’s installation of an arch
composed of salvaged glass doors, crowned by an ornate chair. We each picked an
elaborate tapestry which would become our bed for the next hour and tear us from
the monotony of our currently exclusively homebound lives with charm of
potentially falling asleep, shoes off, at an art gallery. The rose above each pillow
was to take away and place under our own pillows later that night. The velvety
flower paid an homage to Mayans, which the artist and “everyone at ICE detention”
hail from, and was also to act as a catalyst for lucid dreams when slept with, similar
to mugwort and jimsonweed. Along the way, the artist and gong player Takashi
roamed around Morris’s homey sculptures in the first room and Joel Dean’s ghostly
paintings and Raque Ford’s eerily suspended polypropylene painting in the second,
occasionally playing a glass triangle bell and hitting the gong positioned at the
gallery entry. My eyes closed, I could only feel the subtle wind of a body floating
above me until the bell’s crystal vibration curled inside my ears. Later whistling
was a harmonica, which, Maravilla notes, releases stress from stomach and root
chakra through its tinkling tone. When I opened my eyes, on one side, I caught the
golden hour sun wash the gallery window into orange and Ficus Interfaith’s
terrazzo tile American flag sculpture, American Emoji, stretching across the wall as
far as 15 feet on the other. It seemed foreign with the burgundy earthiness of its
stripes and cracked white tiles that substituted for the stars—it begged for me to get
up and closely look at its fissured surface and explore its impossible width.
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"DISEASE THROWER #7," SCULPTURE/ PERFORMANCE/ INSTALLATION, ICA/VCU, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, 2020

On my way back, I was concerned with keeping the rose alive in a brutally hot New
York summer, at least until the morning. Maravilla would later tell me he sensed a
strong feeling of unexpressed love in our group, one or few of us delaying to tell
someone far they love them.
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A view of the parlor in Louise Bourgeois's home on West 20th Street, New York, 2016. Photo: Jean-François Jaussaud; © The Easton Foundation / Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
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Looking at Louise Bourgeois' Apartment and
Thinking About Freedom
A new show by the artist opened online at Hauser & Wirth this
week.
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L

ast week Hauser & Wirth opened an online exhibition of drawings by Louise
Bourgeois. (An online exhibition is just a website with photos but it's all we
have right now.) The drawings are all from the last fifty or so years of
Bourgeois' life, made with ink and with watercolor and with pencil. They are small
works on paper but they feel like freedom. There is a trailer video for the exhibition
in which the artist declares that the inspiration from her work comes from her
childhood; "My childhood has never lost its magic, it has never lost its mystery, it
has never lost its drama." My favorite work in the collection depicts a clouds and a
pink sky, I think, or maybe it's just my childhood brain as well assigning simple
meanings to what can be complicated images.

I haven't been thinking about my childhood a lot these days, but I have been
thinking about my college days a lot, which is a different sort of childhood. The
main image on the Hauser & Wirth website is a photograph of Bourgeois sitting at
her desk inside her apartment on West 20th Street. The wall near her is covered in
papers, there are magazine cutouts, what looks to be a diploma or a certificate of
some sort, bits and pieces of her paintings. I leave the tab open and keep coming
back to the image. This clutter with purpose feels like a sort of visual ASMR.
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"UNTITLED," 1970, PENCIL AND INK ON PAPER PHOTO: CHRISTOPHER BURKE © THE EASTON FOUNDATION/VAGA AT ARS, NY
COURTESY THE EASTON FOUNDATION AND HAUSER & WIRTH

Going back to when I was at least ten years old, the walls of my bedroom where
always covered. Posters of pop stars, then-punk rockers (lol), ads pulled from
magazines, tear sheets from fashion editorials, postcards I'd received in the mail,
posters stolen from clubs, postcards I'd bought at museums featuring my favorite
works, polaroids. In elementary school I drew on the walls in chalk, in high school I
scrawled lyrics with a sharpie on the back of my bedroom door. A thing on the wall
is the first step to make a house a home.
Now, a house is a home is a whole world. I look up more information on Bourgeois'
house which is being kept the same as she left it upon her death in 2010. The
foundation now in charge of her house once scheduled tours, but they don't
anymore, which a moot point now anyway. In another photo I see that she has, on
another desk elsewhere in her house, stacked a bunch of those library card drawers.
They are metal and grey, I have some on my desk too, purchased on a whim on Etsy
to store my art supplies, and they turned out to be perfect. I do not derive any
meaning from this coincidence but on some level some coincidences can often be
comfortable.
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LOUISE BOURGEOIS IN HER HOME ON WEST 20TH STREET, NEW YORK, 2000.
PHOTO: © JEAN-FRANÇOIS JAUSSAUD; © THE EASTON FOUNDATION / LICENSED BY VAGA AT ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY
(ARS), NEW YORK

A few weeks ago I cleaned my desk, which was mostly occupied by piles of clothes
and unopened mail and a variety of detritus, so that I may actually use it as a desk
now that working from home took on a new meaning in which sitting on the couch
with my computer on my lap would suffice. Since I moved in with my husband a
few years ago—well, he was my boyfriend then—I have not really had things up on
the wall, but I have two small cork boards that are a facsimile, a leftover from a
previous life. I think I should update the pictures on it, but it feels silly, a childish
activity. Being home all the time I think I need to be doing all the things I said I was
going to do but never had the time. Of course all those things are things I did all the
time when I was a child, when they didn't have an assigned meaning of "being
productive" and they were just the things I did to pass the time; Playing the guitar,
making collages, writing. I still want to do those things, but the obligation of
feeling like I have to do those things has got me playing video games instead—a
different childhood endeavor. But my brain keeps wandering back to this image of
Bourgeois at her desk with the papers on the wall. Tomorrow, I think I will put
something new on the small cork boards, something that new that reflects my
reality back to me that inspires to create new ones. It's not silly, it's just a small
comfort. Less vision board and more mirror, an indulgence of my teenage self. I
know the first thing that will go up, this photo of Louise working at her desk in
front of a wall covered in detritus, inside her apartment on West 20th Street in
Chelsea. A way to remember a place that is real but not accessible, just like
everything else.
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